Mike Simpson has been appointed the superintendent at Los Altos G & CC. He was the assistant prior to his promotion. He replaces Bob Ford who was the superintendent there for six years. Tom Brown is the new superintendent at Manteca Golf Course. He was the superintendent at Newport Beach CC (formally Irvine Coast CC) in Southern California. He replaces Jim Bantrap who retired. Bob Sorseman, superintendent at San Luis Obispo CC was burglarized at his shop. In addition to losing his hand tools, he lost his new Toro Network 8000 computer and manuals. After weeks of vandalism at Green Hills CC, Corey Eastwood and his assistant Walt Barrett went to the night shift to catch the demons. After a week of no luck, they finally caught the guy spelling out profanity on a green and chased him a few miles before Walt overtook him on a side road. The apparent vandal was not a member’s son, but did live adjacent to the golf club. Negotiations for a TV Movie are not in progress at this time. Dave Smith, former superintendent at Green Hills is the new superintendent at Fairway Glen GC in Santa Clara. Dave spent the last 2 years in the Southeast in part working for American Golf prior to his transfer.